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Depopulation 
#1 Global Issue Since 1968 

Part 16 
 

In early December, 2020 the State of Australia scrapped its Billion-dollar Coronavirus 
vaccine after many participants tested HIV positive, and yet this story was hardly 
noticed on the Internet or media.   
 
On December 11th, 2020 the Australian Government has scrapped a billion dollar 
coronavirus vaccine agreement with Australian biotech company CSL Limited to supply 
51 million doses of a Covid-19 vaccine being developed by the University of 
Queensland after several trial participants returned false positive HIV test results. 
 

 
 
The University of Queensland has abruptly ended its trials for coronavirus vaccine the 
Australian government had ordered in a $1 billion deal for 51 million doses. The deal 
was terminated after participants returned false positive HIV test results over fears that 
vaccine mishap would damage the public’s confidence in the COVID-19 vaccination 
program. The problem is a false positive was exposing a hidden truth. 
 

Look Closer: Shouldn't Have Taken This... 

https://greatgameindia.com/australia-scraps-coronavirus-vaccine/
https://greatgameindia.com/australia-scraps-coronavirus-vaccine/
https://www.theguardian.com/world/2020/dec/11/australia-terminates-university-of-queensland-vaccine-deal-with-csl-after-false-positives-for-hiv
https://www.theguardian.com/world/2020/dec/11/australia-terminates-university-of-queensland-vaccine-deal-with-csl-after-false-positives-for-hiv
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On Friday the Australian Prime Minister, Scott Morrison, said: “University of Queensland 
vaccine will not be able to proceed based on the scientific advice, and that will no longer 
feature as part of Australia’s vaccine plan. 
 
Australian vaccine scientist Nikolai Petrovsky had warned the government about the risk 
of including HIV in a vaccine months before the $1billion deal was signed. 
 

 
 
Australian vaccine scientist Nikolai Petrovsky had warned the government about the risk 
of including HIV in a vaccine months before the $1billion deal was signed. 
 
Mr. Petrovsky told The Australian the problem with the use of HIV was clear in the 
‘hamster and mouse data’ but his advice was ignored. He said that the early data 
suggested the vaccine itself was quite unstable. 

https://www.theaustralian.com.au/nation/coronavirus-vaccine-scientist-nikolai-petrovsky-says-hiv-warnings-were-ignored/news-story/b52c89da95c02958cc816a15d6a55e80
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‘Overall it just didn’t look like it was going to be a successful vaccine, that’s why we 
were surprised when the government committed millions of dollars to it, it just seemed 
disproportionate.’ 
 
The Covid-19 “spike protein” has been the focus of the University of Queensland 
vaccine, using molecular clamp technology to lock the protein into a shape which allows 
the immune system to be able to recognize and then neutralize the virus.  Covid’s spike 
proteins, like most surface viral proteins, are fairly unstable. To ensure that the vaccine 
induced the right immune response, the clamp chosen comprises two fragments of a 
protein found in HIV, as those fragments provided the greatest stability to the vaccine. 
 
The vaccine, which used the COVID-19 spike protein and a ‘molecular clamp’, featured 
an HIV protein fragment. The fragment was producing a partial antibody response in 
some participants, resulting in false positive tests for the virus. CSL said the false 
positives were caused by so-called ‘molecular clamp’ antibodies. 
 
After Australian health department secretary Brendan Murphy and acting Chief Medical 
Officer Paul Kelly reviewed the findings and understood the dangers posed by the 
vaccine, he recommended ending the deal. 
 
As reported earlier, in February, 2020 a group of Indian scientists discovered that 
Coronavirus was engineered with AIDS like insertions. The study concluded that it 
was unlikely for a virus to have acquired such unique insertions naturally in a short 
duration of time.  18 cell fragments of AIDS is inserted into the vaccine, which 
amounts to 80% of what is known as the AIDS virus. Also 4 cell fragments of SARS-
2-covid was inserted.  This “spiked” protein goes viral, since all viruses want to 
reproduce.  You may not die when you get the injection, maybe not tomorrow, but Hank 
Aaron, died 18 days after he received the injection of the Covid-19 so-called vaccine.  
You might go a few days, six months, a year, but count on it, you will die!   Dr. Lee 
Merrit from America’s Frontline Doctors has been speaking on what I have been 
reporting since last March, 2020.  The censors have yet to hear her reports on the 
Internet. 
 
Dr. Judy Mikovits, a molecular-biologist and virologist has authored two books on the 
vaccine fraud, and last year said 55-million Americans will die from this vaccine.  At the 
time when she said that, I did not grasp how this would actually occur.  That answer is 
in the previous paragraph just above!    
 
Although the study was retracted after it attracted heavy criticism from experts on social 
media, Luc Montagnier, the Nobel Prize winning French virologist himself confirmed the 
conclusions of the study. 
 
The study concluded that it is because of these new AIDS like insertions in Coronavirus 
that the virus jumped to humans originally known only to infect animals.  Evidence has 
since concluded this Corona virus (Covid-19) was made in a BSL-4 military lab.  It is a 
bioweapon! 

https://greatgameindia.com/indian-scientists-discover-coronavirus-engineered-with-aids-like-insertions/
https://greatgameindia.com/nobel-prize-winner-french-virologist-confirm-covid-19-hiv-study/
https://greatgameindia.com/nobel-prize-winner-french-virologist-confirm-covid-19-hiv-study/
https://greatgameindia.com/indian-scientists-discover-coronavirus-engineered-with-aids-like-insertions/
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These proteins are critical for the viruses to identify and latch on to their host cells and 
for viral assembly. Since surface proteins are responsible for host tropism, changes in 
these proteins imply a change in host specificity of the virus. According to reports from 
China, there has been a gain of host specificity in case 2019-nCoV as the virus was 
originally known to infect animals and not humans but after the mutations, it has gained 
tropism to humans as well. 
 
The study gives credence to GreatGameIndia‘s earlier reports on how Coronavirus was 
engineered in a lab and weaponized. It has now been revealed through emails obtained 
via public records requests that the “natural origin of Coronavirus” was an orchestrated 
myth. 
 
Emails obtained by U.S. Right to Know show that a statement in The Lancet authored 
by 27 prominent public health scientists condemning “conspiracy theories suggesting 
that COVID-19 does not have a natural origin” was organized by employees of 
EcoHealth Alliance, a non-profit group that has received millions of dollars of U.S. 
taxpayer funding to genetically manipulate coronaviruses with scientists at the Wuhan 
Institute of Virology.  Dr. Anthony Fauci illegally spent $7.4-million dollars to have the 
CCP accentuate “Gain of Function” (increased lethality). 
 
The emails show that EcoHealth Alliance President Peter Daszak drafted the Lancet 
statement, and that he intended it to “not be identifiable as coming from any one 
organization or person” but rather to be seen as “simply a letter from leading scientists”. 
Daszak wrote that he wanted “to avoid the appearance of a political statement”. 
 
Meanwhile, China has started using AIDS drugs for Coronavirus treatment. China is 
using AbbVie Inc.’s HIV drugs as an ad-hoc treatment for pneumonia caused by the 
novel coronavirus while the global search for a cure continues. 
 
The Australian vaccine termination announcement comes only days after it was 
revealed in a newly released U.S. Food and Drug Administration document that 6 
participants died during Pfizer’s COVID vaccine trials. 
 
The coronavirus vaccine is a global depopulation bioweapon. People injected with 
Covid-19 vaccines are suddenly testing positive for HIV. What's interesting is that this 
story is claiming the HIV tests are "false positives." But if HIV is actually detected, then 
how is it false? Notice that when someone is found to be carrying the coronavirus, it's 
never called a false positive. It's simply called a "positive" result or a new "case" of 
infection. By that logic, these vaccine recipients should also be labeled "cases" of HIV. 
And it begs the question: What's being put into the vaccine that resembles HIV closely 
enough to trigger a positive test result?  
 

HIV protein fragments intentionally added to coronavirus vaccines 
From the story linked above: Mr. Petrovsky told The Australian the problem with the use 
of HIV was clear in the ‘hamster and mouse data’ but his advice was ignored. He said  

https://greatgameindia.com/
https://greatgameindia.com/coronavirus-bioweapon/
https://greatgameindia.com/coronavirus-bioweapon/
https://greatgameindia.com/natural-origin-covid-19-myth/
https://greatgameindia.com/natural-origin-covid-19-myth/
https://greatgameindia.com/us-funds-engineer-coronavirus-at-wuhan-lab/
https://greatgameindia.com/wuhan-institute-of-virology-epicentre-of-coronavirus/
https://greatgameindia.com/wuhan-institute-of-virology-epicentre-of-coronavirus/
https://greatgameindia.com/china-using-hiv-drugs-for-coronavirus-treatment/
https://greatgameindia.com/pfizer-covid-vaccine-deaths/
https://greatgameindia.com/pfizer-covid-vaccine-deaths/
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the early data suggested the vaccine itself was quite unstable. Covid’s spike proteins, 
like most surface viral proteins, are fairly unstable. To ensure that the vaccine induced 
the right immune response, the clamp chosen comprises two fragments of a protein 
found in HIV, as those fragments provided the greatest stability to the vaccine. So wait, 
they're using HIV components in the vaccine on purpose? Indeed, yes. And this is why 
it's triggering the HIV "positive" test results. In other words, they aren't false positives at 
all.  
 
They're detecting the HIV components that are being deliberately put into the 
coronavirus vaccine. Technically, it would be accurate to state that the coronavirus 
vaccine is using "HIV protein fragments" as a deliberate component of the vaccine. So 
people who are lining up to be injected with the coronavirus vaccine may be 
volunteering to be injected with HIV protein fragments. But anyone who mentions this 
will of course be instantly deplatformed on all the social media platforms, even when it's 
100% true. It should be readily apparent to any rational person that the coronavirus 
vaccine is a global depopulation bioweapon that's designed to injure, kill or make 
infertile billions of human beings. Anyone who takes the coronavirus vaccine is begging 
for vaccine-assisted suicide. Unless, of course, you are suicidal! An earlier version of 
this story reported that Robert F. Kennedy, Jr. had issued a warning that no one should 
take the covid-19 vaccine.  
 

 
 
CNN revealed that vaccinating elderly for Covid-19 could kill them, but if you mention 
this anywhere, you will be BANNED.  Is it safe for elderly people to get a Wuhan 
coronavirus (Covid-19) vaccine? Not according to Dr. Helen "Keipp" Talbot of Vanderbilt 
University, who was the lone "no" vote on a CDC advisory panel that ultimately decided 
to recommend the experimental jab for old folks. Believe it or not, CNN recently gave 
Dr. Talbot a platform to express her concerns about the risks involved with giving Covid-
19 vaccines to people who are frail and vulnerable. Since such folks have the highest 
risk of injury or death, is it really safe to jab them with something that could kill them? 
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Dr. Talbot is not so sure, and thus does not recommend that patients living in long-term 
care facilities especially get vaccinated, at least not until more is known about vaccine 
adverse effects. "Odd woman out, I guess," Dr. Talbot is quoted as saying to her 
colleagues. "I still struggle with this. This was not an easy vote." In the event that large 
numbers of long-term care residents suddenly start dying from the jab, public perception 
of its safety and effectiveness would be tarnished, she worries. So it is not that Dr. 
Talbot opposes the vaccine, per se, but rather that she does not want people to become 
scared of it if mass deaths occur. For this reason, some are calling on healthier people 
to receive the shot first. If it appears as though the vaccines are safe and effective in 
people who are young and vibrant, then those who are old and frail will be more likely to 
join them in rolling up their sleeves. For more related news about the Wuhan 
coronavirus (Covid-19), be sure to check out Pandemic.news.  
 
Covid-19 vaccines have never been tested in the most at-risk old people.  To be clear, 
neither CNN nor Dr. Talbot appear to be concerned about the actual safety of old 
people. What they care about is the optics of Covid-19 vaccination in terms of safety 
and effectiveness. If non-elderly people see elderly people dying in droves from the jab, 
the non-elderly will be much less likely to get vaccinated, in other words. "Since they 
haven't been studied in people in those populations, we don't know how well the 
vaccine will work for them," says Dr. Kelly Moore, associate director of the Immunization 
Action Coalition, a group that supports frontline workers who will be tasked with 
administering Covid-19 vaccines. "We know that most vaccines don't work nearly as 
well in a frail elderly person as they would in someone who is fit and vigorous, even if 
they happen to be the same age."  
 
Dr. Moore went on to admit that there is no way to truly know if Covid-19 vaccines will 
benefit the elderly in any way because those at the highest risk were not included in the 
test groups. "There's a question about the direct benefit of the vaccine, if given to 
people who live in those facilities, because we haven't studied how well it works in that 
group yet." So much for science. At the same time, anyone who dies following 
vaccination for Covid-19 probably died from something else, according to Dr. Moore, 
especially if they were already nearing the end of their lives. "One of the things we want 
to make sure people understand is that they should not be unnecessarily alarmed if the 
elderly die in higher numbers.” 
 
There are reports, once we start vaccinating, of someone or multiple people dying within 
a day or two of their vaccination who are residents of a long-term care facility," Dr. 
Moore contends. "That would be something we would expect, as a normal occurrence, 
because people die frequently in nursing homes."  
 
There are so many suspicious unusual things about this past year with Covid-19, it is 
important that we do not discount such things as the Internet censorship of any  site that 
so much as mentions negative aspects of the virus or the so-called vaccine, which 
according to Pfizer’s own documents states that it is not a vaccine, but a “delivery 
system” delivering what?   
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The Netherlands Aerospace Center sent a Boeing 737-800 up in the air to conduct 
some kind of strange Wuhan coronavirus (Covid-19) "test flight" over England a month 
ago. And as far as we can tell, Brits down below were never notified about the 
biohazardous experiment. A German news page on Twitter revealed that Corendon 
Airlines partnered with the Dutch organization to supposedly "learn more about aerosols 
on board aircraft." The experiment took about three hours, though nobody really knows 
what it involved because nothing has been publicly disclosed. Was Covid-19 
deliberately sprayed inside the aircraft, some are asking? Was it also sprayed outside 
the aircraft? Again, nobody seems to know the answers to any of these questions, 
which is ominous in and of itself. Many have speculated on the true nature of the flight, 
asking many of the same questions as we are about what really went on up at 39,000 
feet. "The question is, was this substance being sprayed to kill the flu virus or was it 
used as a vaccine without getting the public's permission?"  
 
Back in August, 2020, Corendon publicly announced that travelers arriving in 
Nuremberg – a bit ironic in light of the Nuremberg Trials – would need to jump through a 
bunch of hoops in order to deplane there. In addition to having to get a Covid-19 test 
upon arrival, travelers were also ordered to: • Have in hand an existing negative Covid-
19 test printed in either English or German • Not be coming from any "high-risk" Covid-
19 area throughout Europe • Only be passing through Germany rather than making it 
one's final destination "If none of the above apply to you, you can register online in 
advance to shorten your waiting time when you return to Nuremberg," the company 
further announced. 
 
Since this is a developing story, there is not much else to say at this point other than 
something fishy definitely took place in the skies over the U.K. that warrants further 
investigation. Was something done up there to spread more disease in the name of 
trying to fight it? Will we ever truly know what the plandemic purveyors are doing behind 
our backs with incidents like this as they continue to fear monger about the virus? One 
thing we do know for sure is that the newly released Covid-19 vaccines are mostly 
untested, and could potentially shed the virus or some other infectious agent onto 
others. Perhaps this is what was being tested inside that Boeing airplane as it flew high 
over the skies of Great Britain.  
 
The timing is certainly suspect, seeing as how the first batch of Covid-19 vaccines was 
released in the U.K. at precisely the same time that this test launch occurred. Speaking 
of vaccine risks, it is also entirely unknown how the average Joe will fare after receiving 
the jab. Will people who get vaccinated for Covid-19 end up becoming seriously ill or 
dying? Will "health authorities" then blame people who did not get vaccinated when the 
true culprits were those who received the vaccine? Robert F. Kennedy Jr. is advising 
everyone to avoid taking the shot for these reasons and more. It is simply not a risk 
worth taking, especially for something that has a 99-plus percent survival rate. One 
Twitter user, commenting on the airplane anomaly, wrote that there are probably going 
to be "spikes" in Covid-19 cases over the areas where it flew in the coming days. We 
certainly would not be surprised. For more related news about Covid-19, be sure to 
check out Pandemic.news. 
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Pfizer and Moderna are expected to earn $32 billion from 2021 sales of their 
coronavirus vaccines.  That is quite a bundle of bucks which begs my question about 
transparency.  We are censored on anything that borders on the level of criticism, or 
reported negative side effects.  California is hiding the statistics on this as of a few days 
ago in mid-January, 2021.  The agencies responsible for the public health have not 
been straight-forward about the virus origin, how it spread so fast, and why there are 
different strains right from its original first reporting.  They can plead ignorance all they 
want, but their lack of upfront honesty speaks to their being less than honest why 
anyone with a bit of intelligence should risk their life as a test mammal for their untested, 
unproven, pig-in-a-poke gamble.  This is not my idea of honesty.  It reminds me of 
Nancy Pelosi saying, “the House needs to sign the bill before getting to read it.”  Come 
on folks, wake up to the fact our government is a partner to the Agenda 21, Agenda 
2030 of the 1992 Rio Treaty in which each signatory country had to reduce their 
population. 
 
The fact that the American public has been dumbed down for half a century suggests 
the powers at be take us all to be morons.   Wall Street analysts have surmised that 
drug makers Pfizer and Moderna will earn combined profits of about $32 billion in 2021. 
Investment bank Morgan Stanley projected that Pfizer's COVID-19 jab is expected to 
bring in $19 billion next year. Meanwhile, Goldman Sachs remarked that Moderna will 
rake in $13.2 billion in earnings that come from its Wuhan coronavirus vaccine. This 
comes in stark contrast to pharmaceutical firms Johnson & Johnson and AstraZeneca, 
who have vowed to offer their Wuhan coronavirus vaccines at no profit once they are 
approved for emergency use.  
 
The vaccine candidates from AstraZeneca and J&J are currently undergoing trials as of 
writing. The messenger RNA (mRNA) vaccines from Pfizer and its German partner 
BioNTech and Moderna both reported more than 90 percent efficacy rates in clinical 
trials. However, the U.S. Food and Drug Administration (FDA) authorized the 
Pfizer/BioNTech jab for emergency use December 11, 2020. A panel consisting of 23 
independent scientists voted in favor of the BNT162b2 jab and recommended it to the 
FDA the day before, following long and drawn-out talks over its safety. FDA 
Commissioner Stephen Hahn said regarding the Pfizer/BioNTech jab's approval: "The 
FDA's authorization … of the first COVID-19 vaccine is a significant milestone in battling 
this devastating pandemic. The tireless work to develop a new vaccine to prevent this 
… disease in an expedited timeframe after its emergence is a true testament to 
scientific innovation and public-private collaboration worldwide." Prior to the FDA, the 
United Kingdom's Medicine and Healthcare products Regulatory Agency (MHRA) gave 
its authorization for the BNT162b2 jab December 2, 2020 – which was subsequently 
rolled out to the population on December 8. Pfizer stocks were barely affected despite 
its Wuhan coronavirus vaccine candidate gaining approval due to its size: BNT162b2 
sales represent a small slice of its overall revenue. It also promised to share half of its 
profits to BioNTech, which Pfizer collaborated with to develop the vaccine. Meanwhile, 
the German firm's shares listed in the U.S. spiked 300 percent this year following the 
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announcement of its vaccine showing promise. Moderna stocks likewise benefited from 
its promising vaccine, shooting up 700 percent from the start of the year. 
  
The mRNA vaccines by Pfizer/BioNTech and Moderna appear to bypass safety in the 
name of profit.  I find that totally unacceptable and you should as well. 
 
However, regulators have overlooked the safety risks that come with rushing the 
development of vaccines – as in the case of the Pfizer/BioNTech and Moderna vaccine 
candidates. MailOnline reported December 8, 2020 that four volunteers in Pfizer's U.S. 
trials developed Bell's palsy, a kind of facial paralysis, after receiving the BNT162b2 jab. 
The volunteers eventually recovered from the condition in a span of three to 21 days. 
Less than 0.5 percent of trial participants experienced serious side effects – including 
the four cases of Bell's palsy, according to the FDA. The U.S. regulator denied that the 
vaccine directly caused the paralysis, but promised to observe other cases closely and 
warned doctors to watch out for the side effect in vaccinated individuals. The U.K. also 
saw adverse reactions to the BNT162b2 vaccine during the country's actual 
immunization program.  
 
Two workers under the National Health Service (NHS) experienced "anaphylactoid 
reactions" after receiving the Covid-19 jab, incidentally on the first day of the vaccine's 
rollout. The reported adverse reactions prompted the MHRA to warn those with a 
"history of a significant reaction" to medicines, foods or vaccines against taking the 
coronavirus shot.  
 
(Related: UK begins mass vaccination program with Pfizer, starting with the elderly and 
healthcare workers.) The NHS previously warned against giving the Pfizer/BioNTech jab 
to pregnant and lactating women, as its effects on fertility are still "unknown." While 
Moderna's coronavirus vaccine candidate has not yet obtained emergency use 
approval, there are still concerns over its potential risks. The Massachusetts-based drug 
maker admitted that its mRNA-1273 vaccine caused "grade 3 systemic symptoms" that 
require medical intervention in some volunteers. A report by Children's Health Defense 
elaborated that three volunteers who joined Moderna's trials developed "serious 
adverse events" within 43 days after being vaccinated.  
 
(Related: Moderna admits that some components of mRNA tech used in vaccines can 
cause "significant adverse events".) Vaccines.news gives you the latest on Wuhan 
coronavirus jabs being developed to fight the pandemic.  
 
Baseball legend Hank Aaron dies two weeks, on January 21st, after receiving 
coronavirus vaccinate during publicity stunt.   
 
On January 5, 2021, Major League Baseball legend and Hall of Famer Henry Louis 
"Hank" Aaron publicly took a Wuhan coronavirus (Covid-19) vaccine during a stunt 
aimed at persuading more African-Americans to get injected. A little more than two 
weeks later, Aaron died right on cue. The reason this writer says "on cue" is because 
there is now a clear and undeniable pattern of elderly people – Aaron was 86 years old 
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when he died – passing away roughly two weeks after getting injected with Chinese 
poison. Aaron was among the first major figures to be injected as part of the Donald 
Trump-launched "Operation Warp Speed" program for fast-tracked mass vaccination 
against the WuFlu.  
 
Aaron had previously told the media that he was excited about getting jabbed. "It makes 
me feel wonderful," Aaron told the Associated Press (AP) right before getting poisoned 
with a Chinese needle. "I don't have any qualms about it at all ... I feel quite proud of 
myself for doing something like this ... It's just a small thing that can help zillions of 
people in this country." The Atlanta Braves legend and one-time home run king's official 
cause of death has not yet been reported by the mainstream media, which is 
presumably working overtime to scrub from existence all evidence that the guy was 
recently injected with gene-editing messenger RNA (mRNA) chemicals at warp speed. 
  
If you choose to get vaccinated for coronavirus, you're asking to die.  Are you suicidal? 
While wearing his face mask incorrectly on camera, Aaron wanted his injection 
broadcasted to the world in order to encourage more folks, especially black folks, to get 
vaccinated. Aaron appeared at the Morehouse School of Medicine in Atlanta along with 
his wife Billye, where he received the first of what would have been two doses of 
Moderna's DNA-corrupting Wuhan coronavirus (Covid-19) vaccine. Interestingly, 
California halted its statewide Moderna vaccine injection program after a "disturbing 
number" of serious adverse reactions were observed. Just days later, the Moderna 
vaccination drive was quickly resumed. Civil rights leader Andrew Young and former 
U.S. Health and Human Services (HHS) secretary Louis Sullivan were both vaccinated 
with the Moderna jab alongside Aaron at the Morehouse facility. Many black people 
across the nation are choosing to forego Wuhan coronavirus (Covid-19) vaccination 
because they keenly recall the Tuskegee experiment of the 1930s and other eugenics 
programs that have been utilized throughout history to try to exterminate "people of 
color."  
 
"The federal government essentially lied to Black people for decades – telling them they 
were getting free health care, when in fact they received horrifically improper care so 
the U.S. Public Health Service could secretly study the effects of syphilis when 
untreated," revealed TMZ about the Tuskegee experiment. Nothing has changed, of 
course, except for the fact that today's eugenics programs are aimed at pretty much 
everyone, light-skinned people included. The AP conducted a survey back in December 
showing that upwards of 40 percent of black people will not be getting a China virus 
vaccine. Hopefully after seeing Aaron die and connecting the dots, many more will say 
no to the poison needles and embrace natural remedies as a safe and effective 
alternative. "Everybody line up like good little sheep and get your NOW (new world 
order) Wuhan virus vaccine!" wrote one NoQreport commenter pointing out the 
absurdity of it all. "Everybody step right up and get an untested vaccine to combat a 
virus that kills .01% of people under 60!!! Don't be shy, step right up!" Another pointed 
out that Aaron's death serves as more ammunition for Americans to reject any attempt 
at making Wuhan vaccines mandatory in order to buy, sell and travel. To learn more 
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about how Chinese virus jabs are injuring and killing people in droves, check out 
Pandemic.news.  
 
My friends, there has never been a time in history where a specific Bible passage that 
has been so pointed and appropriate for this time than Hosea 4:6.  “My people are 
destroyed for lack of knowledge: because thou hast rejected knowledge, I will 
also reject thee, that thou shalt be no priest to me: seeing thou hast forgotten the 
law of thy God, I will also forget thy children.”    
  
This passage applies to anyone that identifies with God the Father, Jesus Christ the 
Word, and the Holy Spirit.  It is amazing the number of people that ask my wife “are you 
taking the vaccine?”  Instead of asking someone else, perhaps they should investigate 
the evidence that viruses and vaccines have never been verified once to be what they 
were called, labeled, or identified as.  In my library, I now have more than a dozen 
books on the subject of viruses, genetics, DNA, immune system, and all have been 
written within the last few years.  These are written by academically credentialed 
experts in their specific field of medicine or research.  There are dozens of reports on 
the harm of the face mask yet senile Joe Biden is forcing the issue by his 100 day 
mandate.  I hope the American people will tell him where to go with his diaper mask. 
 

 
 

181 Dead in the U.S. During 2 Week Period From Experimental COVID Injections – 
How Long Will We Continue to Allow Mass Murder by Lethal Injection?   
 
Although 25% of ambulatory patients experience an adverse drug event, less than 0.3% 
of all adverse drug events and 1-13% of serious events are reported to the Food and 
Drug Administration (FDA). 

https://www.naturalblaze.com/wp-content/uploads/2020/08/covid-protest-777x437-1.jpg
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Jesuit Dr. Anthony Fauci, NIAID 

 
Likewise, less than 1% of vaccine adverse events are reported.  Low reporting rates 
preclude or slow the identification of “problem” drugs and vaccines that endanger public 
health. 
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Currently, data from the two experimental mRNA Covid injections that have been 
voluntarily reported is available for a two week period from the end of December 
through January 13, 2021. 
 
The data covers 7,844 cases, including 181 deaths (2%). The largest amount of deaths 
occurred in people over the age of 75. 
 
181 Dead in the U.S. during 2 week period from experimental Covid Injections – How 
long will we continue to allow mass murder by lethal injection?  This article began with 
the question of whether to give a vaccine to an older person, 70+.  How much evidence 
do we need to show this is the worst thing that you could do to an older person, 
probably with existing health issues that diminish their chances of fighting off adverse 
reactions.   
 
The Jesuit Dr. Anthony Fauci should be arrested and prosecuted for genocidal mass 
murder and his many illegal actions conducted during his tenure at the NIAID.  First and 
foremost is his illegal spending $7.4 million taxpayer dollars with the Chinese 
Communist Party for “gain of function”, the term used to describe making a virus more 
lethal, more efficient in killing people.  Dr. Fauci is a murderer and unlikely to be 
prosecuted for his work to kill more elderly.   
 
Our comfort will be found by knowing that God’s Cosmic Justice will be swift and 
eternal! 
 
While almost ALL deaths in 2020 were recorded as Covid Deaths, here’s why NO 
deaths in 2021 will be recorded as Vaccine Deaths. 
 
It is well known now that due to federal funding for Covid in 2020 that nearly all deaths 
were recorded as “Covid” deaths, even in cases where the death occurred by traffic 
accident, shooting, heart attack, hunting accident, etc. 
 
Now we are seeing the exact opposite happen with the roll-out of the Covid 
experimental injections. NONE of them are being recorded as vaccine deaths. Why? 
 
It is simply because the CDC does not provide a category for “vaccine deaths” to be 
used on death certificates. To learn more about this, see an article we published in 2018 
from a Death Certificate Clerk whistleblower who revealed the politics behind listing 
“cause of death” on death certificates. 
 
Of all of what I have said here we cannot ignore that this alleged virus known as the 
Coronavirus, Covid-19, it is from day one, A BIOWEAPON.  It was created to reduce 
the world’s population as being something from nature, when we know from its Genetic 
markers and inserts of HIV and SARS-2-covid,   The public is at a vast disadvantage 
from those who dream up these pathogens from which they profit at the expense of 
vulnerable and innocent people.  I knew it was a bioweapon as early as January, 2020. 
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A bioweapon has but one purpose, to debilitate or to kill.  In the 16 segments of this 
series, I have produced the evidence and proof that the global elite of the world want to 
get rid of seven billion of us.   
  

 
 
 

 
 
Most people still believe your DNA does not change, but that changed a few short years 
ago when they completed the mapping of the human Genome project .  An entire new 

https://www.nowtheendbegins.com/category/ID2020/
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field of gene therapy now exists in which enables the modifying, gene therapy, gene 
replacement, has come into existence with what is known as CRISPR. 
 
 CRISPR, also called CRISPR/Cas9. The scientific world is captivated by this 
revolutionary technology, since it is easier, cheaper and more efficient than previous 
strategies for modifying DNA.  
 
The term CRISPR/Cas9 stands for Clustered Regularly Interspaced Short Palindromic 
Repeats/CRISPR associated protein 9. The names reflect important features identified 
during its discovery, but they don’t tell us much about how it works, as they were coined 
before anyone understood what it was.  
 

It is very much like the editorial process:  Find, cut and then paste 
In order to target the Cas9 scissors, a technician links them to an artificial guide that 
directs them to the matching segment of DNA. 
 

 
 
The technician gives the scissors a copy of the DNA we’re after so they know where to 
cut. Remember, DNA comes in two strands, with one strand fitting alongside the other. 
They make a guide with a code that will line up with only one part of our 3 billion base 
pair long genome – it’s like a “Google” search. It’s truly possible for the guide to comb 
through vast amounts of genetic material to find the one section it matches exactly. 
Then the technician “scissors” can make the cut in exactly the right place.  
Unfortunately, this new process of gene editing can also be used by the minds of  

https://images.theconversation.com/files/204121/original/file-20180130-38198-1tfi88o.png?ixlib=rb-1.1.0&q=45&auto=format&w=1000&fit=clip
https://images.theconversation.com/files/204121/original/file-20180130-38198-1tfi88o.png?ixlib=rb-1.1.0&q=45&auto=format&w=1000&fit=clip
https://images.theconversation.com/files/204121/original/file-20180130-38198-1tfi88o.png?ixlib=rb-1.1.0&q=45&auto=format&w=1000&fit=clip
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depraved and degenerated purposes.  In the past, vaccines were given to create 
antibodies that gave people immunity to pathogens such as tetanus, typhoid, measles, 
chicken pox, etc.  With this gene therapy of CRISPR, demonic people can create 
customized viruses at their will.  The Corona virus called Covid-19 before it was 
weaponized in a military BSL-4 lab, was nothing more than the common cold.   
 
Bill Gates and Richard Rothschild both hold patents (2017, 2018) on Covid-19, That all 
changed in 1968 when ‘The Population Bomb’ by Paul Ehrlich was published,  From 
that point forward, their agenda has been to create “Silent Weapons for Quiet Wars!” 
 

 
 
See illustration at the bottom of this page.  This is the first of a series of “injections” that 
lead to Microsoft founder Bill Gates’ QuantumDot/Hydrogel ID2020.  The Covid-19 
vaccine through fear-mongering is a mind “conditioning process.”  It is an experimental 
gene “delivery system” by Pfizer’s own documents.  What does it deliver?  We know 
with certainty it delivers 18 (6-6-6) fragments of HIV (80% of the HIV pathogen); and 
since all viruses want to go viral, it will quickly reproduce, leading to debilitation and 
ultimate death!   
 
 
Blessings, 
 
Pastor Bob, EvanTeachr@aol.ocm 
www.pastorbobreid.com  
http://jesusisthewaythetruththelife.com/node/22  

mailto:EvanTeachr@aol.ocm
http://www.pastorbobreid.com/
http://jesusisthewaythetruththelife.com/node/22
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